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For a certain class of matrix functions that are analytic on the real line but not at 
inlinity an explicit method ol lactorkation and of constructing inverse Fourier 
translorms IS developed. I his method is applied to invert Wiener Hopf integral 
equations on the half line and the full line. The results obtained extend analogous 
results of the authors for lational matrix functions and for functions that arc 
analytic on the real line and at intinity. The analysis is hased on an infinite dimen- 
sional realization theorem which involves operators that are a direct sum of two 
intinitesimal generators of C,,-semigroups of negative cxponcntial type, one of which 
has support on the negative half line and the other on the positive half line. The la~- 
ter operators are called exponentially dichotomous and the study of their properties 
forms an essential part of the paper. ,” 19X6 Acadcmc Pm,. Inc 
0. INTROINC~ I ION 
Let k be the Fourier transform of an m x m matrix function k of which 
the entries are integrable on the real line, and assume that 
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det(l,, - k^(i.)) # 0, - CC < i. < CC. To motivate the main aim of the present 
paper consider first the problem to compute explicitly the nr x rt~ matrix 
function 7 whose Fourier transform ;I is equal to 
i(i)=Z,,--[I,,-L(i)] ‘, - .:LI < i. < x,. 
BY Wiener’s theorem such a matrix function ;’ exists and 
-Y,Ltnxn’ ( - ‘x,, x ), i.e., its entries arc integrable on the real line. 
When k” has rational entries the function ;’ may be obtained explicitly in 
the following way (cf. [3]). First, one uses the realization theorem (see 
[ 15, 16, and 143; cf. also [I]) from systems theory to write the rational 
matrix function L (which vanishes at inlinity) in the form 
k^(i.) = - <-(iI,, - A) ‘B. -x <i< x,. (0.1) 
Here A is a square matrix of size n x n (where, in general, n may be larger 
than m), A does not have eigenvalues on the real line, and B and C’ are 
matrices of sizes n x m and m x )z, respectively. For the original matrix 
function k this means that k can be represented as 
k(t) = 
ice 
,(;, 
“A PBI t < 0, 
““(I,, - P) B, t > 0, 
(0.2) 
the operator P being the Kiesz projection corresponding to the cigenvalues 
of A in the upper half plane. The representation (0.1) which is called a 
realization of F(J) (cf. [ 15 ] ), yields a realization of ;:(i.), namely 
$(i.)=C(i-A”) ‘B, -x<i.<x, 
where Ax = A - BC and A * does not have eigenvalues on the real line. So 
the formula for ;I is 
y(1)= 
Kc 
i- 
“‘“P” B, t < 0, 
ic’e “A ” (I,, - P ’ ) B. t > 0, 
(0.3) 
where P” is the Riesz projection corresponding to the cigenvalue of A x in 
the upper half plane. 
In case R is analytic on the real line and at inIinity the same proccdurc 
can be applied to get the inverse Fourier transform 7. The only difference is 
that in the realization (0.1 ) for A, B, and C one has to use bounded linear 
operators acting between (possibly inIinite dimensional) Banach spaces (see 
[3]). The first problem we are interested in is to make this inversion 
procedure work for more general matrix functions (e.g., for functions that 
are not analytic at infinity). 
The second problem we have in mind is that of canonical Wiener Hopf 
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factorization of the matrix function I,,, - k(i). What are the conditions in 
order that such a factorization is possible and how to construct explicitly 
its factors? When F(1.) is rational, and hence the representations (0.1) and 
(0.2) hold, this problem is solved in [l] in the following manner, First, in 
order that I, -k(R) admits a canonical Wiener Hopf factorization it is 
necessary and sulhcient that the following direct sum decomposition holds: 
C”=Im POKer P”. (0.4) 
Here, as before, P and P” are the Riesz projections corresponding to the 
eigenvalues in the upper half plane of A and A x, respectively. Further, if 
(0.4) is fulfilled, a canonical Wiener--Hopf factorization is obtained by 
setting 
with 
I,,-k^(l.)=(I,,-k^ (,.))(I,-Ii,(L)) 
F. (i.)= --ii’,- Ce”‘“-A’(I-H) Bdt= -C(j.-A)..‘(/-n) B, (0.5) 
k+(i.)=il” CJJerrfL -“‘Bdt= -cfl(i-A) ‘B, 
0 
(0.6) 
where n is the projection of @” along Im P onto Ker P”. 
In order that the inversion and factorization procedures mentioned 
above work for functions that are analytic on the real line but not at 
infinity, it is clear that in the realization (0.1) one must allow for unboun- 
ded operators A, B, and C. Additionally, one has to give a meaning to the 
exponential expressions appearing in (0.2), (0.3) and (0.5), (0.6). This 
brings us to the following definition. A closed, densely defined linear 
operator S on a Banach space X is called exponentially dichotomous if for 
some projection P commuting with S the operator -Slim P and 
.SI Im( I - P) are infinitesimal generators of Co-semigroups of negative 
exponential type. Exponential dichotomy implies a splitting of the spec- 
trum relative to the imaginary axis; more precisely, if S is an exponentially 
dichotomous operator, then the resolvent set of S contains a strip around 
the imaginary axis and on this strip (j. - S) -’ = E(1), where ,!? is the 
pointwise 2-sided Laplace transform of the operator function 
E(I)= 
- e’“P, t < 0, 
e’“( I - P), t > 0. 
The projection P is uniquely determined and is called the separating projec- 
tion for S. 
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In this paper we give a complete description of all matrix functions k 
that can be represented in the form (0.2) with -iA an exponentially 
dichotomous operator and B and C bounded linear operators. Further, we 
show that if the function k admits such a representation, the operator 
-iA” = - i(A - BC) is also an exponentially dichotomous operator. The 
latter result is connected to a general perturbation theorem for exponen- 
tially dichotomous operators. The problem to find the separating projec- 
tion P” for -iA” is related to spectral splitting problems of the type con- 
sidered by Stampfli in [ 193. After P and P x have been found, the theorem 
about canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization is the same as in the rational 
case. 
This paper consists of eight sections. In the first two, we define exponen- 
tially dichotomous operators and give a formula for the separating projec- 
tion. Section 3 is concerned with a general spectral splitting theorem which 
is used in the fourth section to characterize exponentially dichotomous 
operators in terms of Laplace transforms. The fifth section gives a general 
perturbation theorem for exponentially dichotomous operators. In Sec- 
tion 6 we study exponential representations of the type (0.2) and the 
application to inverse Fourier transforms appears in the seventh section. 
The final section contains the material about canonical Wiener-Hopf fac- 
torization and the inversion formules for systems of WienerHopf integral 
equations. 
As our earlier papers [2- 4, 73 the present paper has several connections 
with systems theory. As has been mentioned before, for the rational case 
the representation (0.2) is an immediate consequence of the realization 
theorem in systems theory. Further, the results of Section 6 may be viewed 
as an infinite dimensional analogue of the classical realization theorem. We 
also mention that exponential representations of the type (0.2) and (0.3) 
arc important in the analysis of linear transport problems (see, e.g., [ 1, 
Chap. 6; 173 ). 
We shall use the symbol I to denote the identity operator on a space X. 
The symbol I,,, employed above denotes the m x m identity matrix or the 
identity operator on @“. 
I. EXPONENTIALLY DICHOTOMOUS OPERATORS AND BMMKROUPS 
In this paper we shall freely use the standard theory of strongly con- 
tinuous semigroups of operators (also called C,-semigroups) as explained, 
for instance, in [9, 13, 18, 213. Besides ordinary semigroups defined on the 
positive half line, henceforth to be called righr semigroups, we also consider 
semigroups defined on the negative semiaxis. These will be termed left 
semigroups. 
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Let T(t) be a strongly continuous right or left semigroup. As is well 
known, there exist constants M and o such that 
1) 7-( 1) 11 < A4e”““, I E J. 
Here J is the half line [0, cc) or ( - 30,0] according to T(r) being a right 
or left semigroup. If the above inequality is satisfied for a given real num- 
ber o and some positive constant M, we say that T(r) is of exponential 
type o. Semigroups of negative exponential type will be called exponentially 
decaying. 
Next we introduce the concept of an exponentially dichotomous 
operator. Let X be a complex Banach space and let S(X+ X) be a linear 
operator acting in X. So the domain 9(S) of S is a linear subspace of X 
and S: 9(S) + X is a linear operator (not necessarily bounded). Further, 
let P: X+ X be a (bounded) projection of X commuting with S, i.e., P 
maps 9(S) into itself and PSx = SPx for all x E .9(S). Put X = Im P and 
X, = Ker P. Then 
X=X.0X,, (1.1) 
and this decomposition reduces S. By this we mean that 
f%(S)=CWS)nX 1@[2(S)nX+l, (1.2) 
S maps 9(S)n X into X and 9(S)n X, into X,. So with respect to 
the decompositions (1.1) and (1.2), the operator S has the matrix represen- 
tation 
s= s 0 
( > 0 s, . 
(1.3) 
Here S, = SlX,(X+ -+X,) is the restriction of S to X,. The domain 
9(Sf) of S+ is X, n9(S), so (1.2) can be rewritten as 9(S)=9(S_)@ 
ws+ ). 
The operator S is said to be exponentially dichotomous if the operators 
S_ and S, in ( 1.3) are generators of exponentially decaying strongly con- 
tinuous left and right semigroups, respectively. In that case the projec- 
tion P, which will turn out to be unique (see Proposition 2.1) is called the 
separating projection for S. We say that S is of exponential type o( ~0) if 
this is true for the semigroups generated by S and S, . 
Suppose, for the moment, that S: X4 X is a bounded linear operator. 
Then S is exponentially dichotomous if and only if the spectrum a(S) of S 
does not meet the imaginary axis. In that situation the separating projec- 
tion for S is simply the Riesz projection corresponding to the part of u(S) 
lying in the open right half plane Re 1. > 0. 
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Next, observe that generators of exponentially decaying strongly con- 
tinuous semigroups belong to the class of exponentially dichotomous 
operators, the left (right) semigroup case corresponding to the separating 
projection being the identity operator (zero operator) on X. 
Returning to the general case, we note that the operators S and S, in 
the definition of an exponentially dichotomous operator are closed and 
densely defined. Hence the same is true for their direct sum S. Furthermore, 
if S is of (negative) exponential type o, then, by the Hille-Phillips-Yosida 
theorem, the spectrum a(S. ) of S is contained in the closed half plane 
Re ,i 2 --o, whereas a(S+ ) is a subset of Re 1. d co. In particular, the strip 
[Re AI < --w is contained in p(S), the resolvent set of S. This justifies the 
use of the term “separating projection” for P. 
It is convenient to adopt the following notation and terminology. Let 
S(X+ X) be an exponentially dichotomous operator with separating pro- 
jection P, and let S , and S, be as above. Thus S and S + are the 
restrictions of S to X- = Im P and X, = Ker P, respectively. With S we 
associate a function E( . ; S) with domain K!\(O) and with values in U(X), 
the space of all bounded operators on X. The definition is 
E( t; S) x = 
i 
- ‘,‘.s- px, I < 0, 
e’“-(l- P)x, t > 0, 
where, following standard conventions, ersf denotes the value at I of the 
semigroup generated by S, . We call E( . ; S) the bisemigroup generated by 
S. For x E 9(S) = Q(S ) @ 9(S, ), the function E(r; S) is differentiable on 
R\(O) and 
-$E(r;S)x=SE(r;S)x=E(r:S)sx, I #O. 
The operator S will be sometimes referred to as the higenerator of E( . ; S). 
One of the reasons for the different signs to appear in the definition of 
E(t; S) is that in this way the following identity holds: 
(1-S) ‘x=jm e “‘E(r;S)xdf, XE X; [Re iJ < --w. (1.4) 
<I: 
Here o is a negative constant such that S is of exponential type o. From 
(1.4), the proof of which is based on standard semigroup theory, we see 
that on a strip around the imaginary axis, the resolvent (A-S))’ of S is 
the pointwise two-sided Laplace transform of an exponentially decaying 
operator function which is strongly continuous on the real line, except at 
the origin where it has (at worst) a jump discontinuity. In Section 4 it will 
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be shown that this property characterizes the exponentially dichotomous 
operators. Replacing i. by - ip, one can rewrite (1.4) as 
(p-is) ‘.v= -ii’ e”“E(I;S)xdl, .YE X; Ilm pi < -co. (1.5) 
I 
In other words, (/l- is) ’ is the pointwise Fourier transform of - iE( . ; S). 
This will be used in Sections 6, 7, and 8. 
Let 0 <II < -q where (1) is as above, and take SE 9(S). Write 
.Y = .Y _ + s + with .r E cJ’(S. ) and s , E 9(S, ). By Theorem 11.6.1 in 
[ 133, we have 
the limit existing uniformly with respect to t on compact subsets of 
( - x, 0). The Hille Phillips- Yosida theorem implies that (i. - S + ) ’ is 
boundedonRci.>,-h.Buttheni(E.-S+)-’x, =.u++(i-S,) ‘S+X+ 
is bounded on this closed half plane too. A routine argument, involving 
Cauchy’s theorem and certain straightforward estimations, now gives 
lim 2 [ ‘I ’ ” 
I - ?. 2ni J h ,, 
2’( i. - S , ) ’ x , di. = 0, t < 0, 
where again the convergence is uniform on compact sets. From this, and 
the analogous results for t > 0, we obtain 
I 
,‘\m, s 1 h ’ ” 2’0. - S) ’ .Y A., sgY(S); f <o, 
* 
E( 1; S) s = 
h II 
lim L i” + ” p”( j. - S) 
1- J 2ni-,, ,1 
’ x di., XEL?(S), t>o, 
the limits existing uniformly with respect to t on compact subsets of 
( - ~j, 0) and (0, cc ), respectively. 
For simplicity, write E(t) instead of E( I; S). Then E:lR\,,{ 0) + U( Y) is 
exponentially decaying and 
‘E(t) P= PIT(t)= E(t), t < 0, (1.6) 
E(I)(I--P)=(I- P)E(t)=E(t), t > 0, (1.7) 
lim E( t ) x = - P.u, x E x, (1.8) 
I .o 
lim E(t)x=(I-P)x, sex, (1.9) 
I -o+ 
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E(r+s)= -E(f)E(S), I, s < 0, (1.10) 
E( I + s) = E( 1) E(s), 1, s > 0. (1.11) 
These properties characterize bisemigroups. More precisely, if P is a projec- 
tion of X and E: lR\{O} + Y(X) . . IF an exponentially decaying function 
satisfying (1.6).-( 1.1 1 ), then E is the bisemigroup generated by some 
exponentially dichotomous operator S. This can be seen by restricting the 
operators E(t) to the subspaces Ker P and Im P. A vector XE X belongs to 
the domain of the bigenerator S if and only if the limits 
lim 
E(I) .r + Px ,im E(f) x - (I- P) .x 
I - 0 --I ’ I .ot t 
exist and in that case the sum of these limits is the value of S at x. 
We conclude this section with a simple example of an exponentially 
dichotomous operator. The specific operator constructed in the example 
will be used in Section 6. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Y be a complex Banach space and let o be a 
negative constant. By %‘42( Y) we denote the complex Banach space of all 
bounded Y-valued functions on R\,(O) having uniformly continuous 
restrictions to the half lines ( - co, 0) and (0, z). The algebraic operations 
on $942(Y) are defined pointwise and the norm is the usual supremum 
norm. Put X= @a( Y) and define S(X + X) by 
Q(S) = { ,f~ XI J‘is differentiable andf“ E X}, 
-Q-!!(f) +J“(f), 
[v-1(t)= (Iof +f.‘ir), 
I < 0, 
t > 0. 
Then S is exponentially dichotomous of exponential type o and the 
separating projection P for S is given by 
The bisemigroup E( . ; S) generated by S can be described as follows: 
- c ‘“‘f( I + s), I, s < 0, 
CE(r; S)fl(s) = 0, IS < 0, 
Pf( f + s), 1, s > 0. 
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For completeness we note that IRe i.J < - cu implies i E p(S). Moreover, for 
those values of I, 
* 
-‘,(i+wb e 1;. + (1~) if( 1) dt, s < 0, 
7. 
[(j.-S). ‘./‘I(.~)= 
I 
e(i (0, t 
I, 
e 
0. ci)) If‘( 1) &, s > 0. 
This can be easily deduced from (1.4). In particular, 
s < 0, 
s > 0. 
2. THE SEPARATING PROJECTION 
We begin by establishing the uniqueness of the separating projection. 
Throughout this section, X will denote a complex Banach space. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S(X + A’) he an exponentially dichotomous 
operaror. Then S has precisely one sepurating projection. 
ProojI Let P be a separating projection for S and let E( . ; S) be the 
bisemigroup as introduced in Section 1. A priori E( . ; S) depends not only 
on S but also on P. However, the fact that E( . ; S) is strongly continuous 
on [w\(O), together with (1.4) implies that E( . ; S) is uniquely determined 
by S. Observe now that (1.8) and (1.9) enable us to describe the image 
Im P and the null space Ker P of the projection P in terms of E( . ; S). 
Indeed, 
Im P={x~Xl,ty- E(f;S)x= -x}, 
KerP= {x~X),l$+ E(r;S).r=.u}. 
So, along with E( . ; S), the separating projection P is uniquely determined 
by S. I 
The next theorem gives an integral representation for P 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose S( X 4 X) is un exponenrially dichotomous 
operator qf exponential tl’pe CO < 0, und let P he its separating projection. 
Then 
Pxz$ I’““’ 4 (2. - S) ’ S”x dJ., x E 9(S2), (2.1) 
d/t ,7. x 
where h is any real number strictly hetnwn 0 und -(:I. 
Of course an analogous integral representation can be given for I - P. 
This involves integration along the line Re i = -h. For details, see the 
proof of the theorem. Since 9(S2) is dense in X, the bounded operator P is 
completely determined by (2.1). This can be used to give another proof of 
the uniqueness of the separating projection. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be based on a general lemma which is 
useful both here and later on. 
LEMMA 2.3, LPI R( X + X) he a closed lineur operalor on the Banach 
space X and assume thut a(R) c { 1 E C I Re ). > h }, where h is some positive 
real number. Let f he unalyric on a neighhourhood of Re I. 2 h and at infinity. 
Then 
/.(R)x=fi [““’ If(l.)(j.-R) -’ R2xdi., 
2ni -h ,r i2’ 
whenever x E S( R2) and ( j. - R ) ’ R2.x is bounded on Re j, d h. 
Here .f(R) denotes the operator associated to .I’ and R via the usual 
operational calculus for closed linear operators (cf. [20, Sect. V.8). 
Proof: Take XE g( R2) and assume (I. - R) ’ R2x is bounded on 
Re i < h. Clearly the functionf is bounded on Re i 2 h. Hence 
f(l.)(,! - R) I R2x is bounded on the line Re ic = h. But then the integral 
appearing in the lemma is well defined. 
To prove the desired identity, we first fix some notation. Let r > h. By f; 
we shall denote the arc lying in the closed half plane Re i. < h of the 
positively oriented circle (I.( = r. The starting point of this arc is h + ik, and 
its end point is h - ik,, where k, = (r2 - h2)“‘. 
According to the definition off(R), we have, for r sutliciently large, 
f(R)x=f(ao)x+$(j‘:‘,~+Ir.)f(j.)(i-R) ‘xdl.. 
Now x~ti(R’) and so (I.-R) ‘x=i. ‘x+C2Rx+l. ‘(A-R)-’ R2x. 
Here 0 # 1 E p(R). Observe that for r sufficiently large 
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and consequently 
By assumption (i. - R) ’ R’x is bounded on Re i. f h. It follows that 
But then 
and the proof is complete. 1 
WC now prove Theorem 2.2. We shall present the argument in such a 
way that it gives some additional information that will be needed later. 
Proof‘of‘ Thcwm 2.2. Suppose S, (1) and P arc as in Theorem 2.2, and 
let S and S . be as in Section 1. Take 0 < /I < - (0. As was already obser- 
vcd in Section I, the spectrum n(S ) of S is contained in the closed half 
plant Rc i. 2 (1) and (j. - S ) ’ is bounded on the closed half plane 
Re i: < h. This means that Lemma 2.3 applies to the operator R = S and 
each vector XE Y(S’ ). In particular (cf. [20, Sect. V.8, Problem IO]), 
(2.2) 
Here Re 11 < /I. II = 0, I, 2 . . . . . and .Y E 9(S’ ). 
For the operator S, we have that a(S + ) is contained in Re i. 6 (u and 
(i:- s+ ) ’ is bounded on Re i. 3 -II. A standard argument, based on 
Cauchy’s theorem. now gives 
1 
i.‘(p - i)” 
(i. - S , ) ’ S’, .Y + di = 0, (2.3) 
where ~l and )I are as before and .Y E ?( .S:, ). 
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Let n bc a nonnegative integer, Re p < h and take x E 9(Sz). Then .X = 
P.YE~(S’ ) and .r+=(I--P).xE~(S’,). For AEP(S), one has 
(L - S) ’ .S’.x = (i: - S ) ’ S’ .X + (I. -- S + ) ’ S2, x + . Combining (2.2) 
and (2.3) WC see that 
In the same way it can be proved that 
(P-S,) “(I-PLY=& [ h+” j2(p\ ,),,(i-S) ’ S’xdi. 
- h , 7. . 
Taking n =O, we obtain the desired identity (2.1) for P as well as the 
analogous expression for I- P. 1 
Let S( X + X) be exponentially dichotomous and let P be its separating 
projection. In the proof of Proposition 2.1 we described Im P and Ker P in 
terms of the bisemigroup E( . ; S). Our next objective is to present another 
illuminating description of these subspaces. We begin with some general 
considerations. 
Suppose R(X --) X) is a closed linear operator and let h be a positive real 
number such that the closed strip I Re i.1 6 h is contained in p(R). Then the 
spectrum o(R) of R naturally splits in two parts, namely 
g+(R)= jiEg(R)(Rei>h), 
u (R)= {i~o(R)IRei< ----hi. 
Note that u , (R) and (T (R) arc disjoint closed subsets of the complex 
plane and a(R) = 0 + (R) u 0 (R). In view of the (possible) presence of Lx 
in the extended spectrum of R, it is not necessarily true that a,.(R) and 
(T (R) are spectral sets for R. 
We introduce two subsets G =G (R;h)andG+=G+(R;h)ofX.Thc 
set G consists of all vectors s E X for which (2 - R) ’ .r has an analytic 
continuation to p(R) u {i ( Re i 6 h ) = p(R) u 0 (R) which is bounded on 
the closed half plane Rc i. < /I. More explicitly, a vector x E X belongs to 
G if and only if there exists an analytic function 4, : /J(R) w 0 (R) 4 X, 
which takes values in V(R), satisfies 
(j.-R)b, (i)=s, i.Ep(R)urr (R), 
and is bounded on Re i. <h. Note that such a function 4, is uniquely 
determined by x. Anaiogously, the set G, consists of all vectors .Y E X for 
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which there is an analytic function 4: : p(R) u CJ + (R) + X such that 4: 
takes its values in 9(R), 
(A-R)~!J; (i)=.u, j.Ep(R)ua+(R), 
+ and q5: is bounded on Re i. 3 -11. Again 4, is unique, provided it exists. 
Clearly G and G , are (possibly nonclosed) linear subspaces of X. By a 
standard Liouvillc type of argument one proves 
G (R;h)nG+(R;h)=(O). (2.4) 
If S(X-1 X) is exponentially dichotomous of exponential type o < 0, 
then the strip IReI < --w is contained in /I(S) and hence G (S; h) and 
G + (S; h) are well defined for 0 < h < -0. 
(&S)qS: (I)=(&S+)f$:().)=x, i,ep(S, )=p(S)ua, (S). 
(i-S, ) ’ is bounded on Re i. >, -11, it follows that XE G + . 1 Since 
3 . A SPECTRAI. SPLITTING THEOREM FOR UNROUNDED OPERATORS 
THEOREM 2.4. Supposr S( A’+ A’) is an exponentially dichotomous 
operator of’exponential type w =c 0, and let P he the separating projection for 
S. Then, fhr 0 < h < -0, 
Im P =G..(S;h), Ker P=G+(S:h). 
Prot$ By formula (2.4). we have G n G+ = (0). Thus it suffices to 
show that ImPcG and KerPcG,. Here we shall only establish the 
latter of these two inclusions. The first can be proved similarly. 
Take .Y E Ker P and, as before, let S + be the restriction of S to Ker P. 
The domain of S, is the linear subspacc 9(S) n Ker P and S, is the 
generator of a strongly continuous right semigroup of exponential type 
(II< -h. Observe that (T (S)=(T(S,) and so /~(S)ua+(S)=@\a-(S)= 
/j(S+). Define #::p(S+)+X by b,+(i:)=(i,-S,) ‘x. Then 4.; is 
analytic, takes its values in 9(S + ) and satisfies 
Throughout this section X is a complex Banach space and S( X + X) is a 
closed linear operator such that 
a(S)c{).~cIIRci.l>h}, 
sup jl(i. - S)-‘11 < x,. 
IRc il s h 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Here h is some positive real number. Condition (3.1) ensures that G = 
G (S; h) and G, = G + (S; h) are well-defined linear subspaces of X (cf. 
Sect. 2). Their closures will be denoted by F = F (S; h) and F, = 
F, (S; h), respectively. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S( X -+ X) be a densely defined closed linear operalor 
.such that (3.1 ) and (3.2) arc’ satisfied.for some positive real number h. Then 
ah1~ay.s 
X= F (S;h)@F+(S;h). 
Moreover, X = F (S; h) 0 F + (S; h) if and only tf rhr expression 
dcrermines a hounded linear operator P on X which in that case is the projrc- 
rion ofX onlo F (S; h) along F,(S; h). Finally, lf X= F (S; h)@ F+(S; h), 
rhrn this decomposition reduws S and 
a(SIF (S;h))= {iEcr(S)]Rci.>h}, 
rr(SIF+(S:k))=(i~a(S)lRei.< -h). 
There is no claim as to whether SOL belongs to the extended spectrum of 
a(SIF (S; h) or a(SJF+(S; h)). In view of (3.1) and (3.2), the integral 
appearing in the theorem makes sense. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be based on two lemmas, the second of 
which will also be used in Section 4. 
We begin by introducing two auxiliary operators A and A+. The 
definition is 
A =s [“I” A(;-S) ‘di,, 
“h I’, /.- 
- he,, 1 _ 
A+ =&.j ;.’ (1. - S) ’ dj.. 
t, 111 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Conditions (3.1) and (3.2) guarantee that A and A , are well-defined 
bounded linear operators on X. The next two lemmas are closely related to 
the main results in [ 191 (see also [g]). 
LEMMA 3.2. The operators A and A + commute ic+th S. Also A A , = 
A, A. = 0 und Ker A n Ker A . = (0). 
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Proof: Let T= S- ’ be the (bounded) inverse of S. Obviously T com- 
mutes with A . Take x E 9(S) and put y = Ss. Then x = Ty and so A .r = 
A_T~=TA-~EI~T=~(S).A~SOSA x=STA ,v=A y=A Sx.Thus 
A commutes with S. In the same way one shows that A+ commutes with 
s, too. 
For the product A + A , we have 
./Ill, PhII 1 
I ,I(i-S-‘(p-S) ‘dpdi. h I, -/r I, /. p 
‘-(p-.S)-‘)dpdi. 
‘)-I d/i 
Here WC used Fubini’s theorem. This is justified by the fact that 
L 
2hli.121p2 
Rei= -h;Rep=h, 
where L denotes the left-hand side of (3.2). A standard argument shows 
that the integrals between parenthesis are zero. Hence A, A = 0 and, 
analogously, A A + = 0. 
To prove that Ker A n Ker A , = (0), let f be a positively oriented cir- 
cle around the origin with radius r, 0 < r < h. By the operational calculus 
for closed linear operators, we have 
7-2=S ‘=-1 2ni j,$(;-S) ‘di.. 
I . 
IJsing Cauchy’s theorem and (3.1 ) and (3.2), one easily gets 
!^, $(2-S) ‘~~j.=j,“‘,~~~(j.-S) ‘d&j-:“,‘: $(1.-S) ‘di.. 
I .- 
But then T’ = A + A , . Hence Ker A n Ker A + c Ker T2 = (0). 1 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, let T= S ’ be the (bounded) inverse of S. 
Since T commutes with A and A + , one has T[Im A ] c Im A. and 
T[lmA+]cImA+. Put 
M =ImA , M+=ImA+. (3.5) 
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Then M and M, arc invariant subspaces for T. In fact TM c 9(S) n 
M_ and TM, cg(S)nM+. Note that Smaps TM- into M and TM+ 
into M + . Let S and S, be the restrictions of S to TM and TM+, 
respectively. We consider S as a linear operator acting in M and S, as 
a linear operator acting in M, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose 9(S) is dense in X. Then the operators S- and S, 
are closed and densely dt$ned, their spectra are located as follows 
a(S )c {iEcIRe).>h}, (3.6) 
a(S,)c{iE@IRei< -h}, (3.7) 
and.%(S’ )cG (S;h), Q(S~)cG+(S;h). 
Proof: Let T be as above and define M and M, by (3.5). Clearly 
s+ =(TlM+) ’ and hence S, is a closed linear operator. By assumption 
Im T= 9(S) is dense in X. Thus Im A + c Im A + T. Now A + T= TA ~, so 
ImA+T=T[ImA+]cTM+. We conclude that M, c TM+, i.e., 
9(S+ ) = TM+ is dense in M, . 
Let us now prove the inclusion (3.7). First, take IRe z/ d h. Then 2 E p(S) 
and (z - S) ’ commutes with A , . Hence (z - S) ’ leaves M + invariant. 
By the resolvent equation, we have (z - S) ’ = T- zT(z - S)- ‘, and so 
(i - S) ’ maps M, into TM + = .9(S+). It follows that z~p(S+ ) and 
(z-S,) ‘=(2-S) ‘!M,. 
Next, assume Re ; > h and put 
R(‘+$ y ,?,fy ) (i. - S)- ’ di. (3.8) 
‘h IX 2 
Then R(z) is a well-defined bounded linear operator on X because of (3.1) 
and (3.2). Now 
( 
j&fy p-s) 
7 
(Z-S) ’ . 2 > 
=-$(;I-s, ‘+j.&y-)l. L L 
This implies 
(i - S) jv2fi~~z)(i.-S) ‘)di= -?A +t. 
Since z - S is a closed linear operator, we may conclude that R(z) maps X 
into 9(S) and (2 - S) R(z) = - z’A + I. Take x E M + . Recall that M + c 
Ker A _ , and so (2 - S) R(z) x = X. As we observed above, (i. - S) ’ leaves 
M , invariant. But then it is clear from (3.8) that R(z) .Y E M + . In turn, this 
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gives that SR(;) x = zR(z) x - ,Y E A4 + too, and so R(z)xc TM, =9(S+). 
Thus (z - S + ) R(z) I = x. In case x E 54(S + ) = TM + , we also have 
R(z)(z - S, ) x = s. This follows from the fact that R(z) commutes with T. 
Hence ZE/)(S,) and (z-S+)-‘=R(z)lM+. 
We summarize the results obtained in the preceding two paragraphcs as 
follows: The closed half plane Re z >, -h is contained in p(S I ) and 
IRezl <h, 
Rez>h. 
(3.9) 
Here R(z) is defined by (3.8). In view of (3.1) and (3.2) the operator R(z) 
can also be given by 
Rez>h, (3.10) 
where 6 is any real number strictly between 0 and h. This will lx used to 
prove that g( St ) c G + (S; h). 
Take .Y E g( S’, ) and define d ,+ : p(S) u (T , (S) + X by 
i 
(Z-S) ‘x, 
#t+(=)= (z-s+) IaK, 
Re 7 6 h; z E p(S), 
Rez> -h. 
Here, as before, a+(S)= {i.Ec$S)lReE.>h}. By (3.9), we have 
(2 - S) ‘x=(z-S.) ’ x for I Re z I <h. Hence 4.: is well defined. Clearly 
’ 4, is analytic, takes its values in L%(S) and satisfies 
(z-s)/j:(;)=.K, ,Ep(.s)ua. (S). 
So, to prove that x E G , (S; h), it remains to show that 4, is bounded on 
Re;> -h. 
For IRe 21 6 h, we have q5J (2) = (z-S) ’ x. Therefore condition (3.2) 
ensures that #,! is bounded on IRe 21 ,< h. Take Re z > h. Then 4,‘(z) = 
(z-S+)-‘s=z ‘x+z-~‘S+.r+~ ‘(z - S, ) ’ S*+ x. Here we used the 
assumption I E g(SZ, ). Take 0 < b < h. Then, by (3.9) and (3.10) 
L&-S,) ‘s:.K=~~:)‘~~~i2(j~‘~~)(I-s) ‘s*+xdj-. 
z 
Together with (3.2) this gives that z -‘(z - S, ) ’ S!+ x is bounded on 
Re 2 > h. Trivially, the same is true for the functions 2.. ‘x and z -*S+ x. 
Hence 4.: is also bounded on Re z > h. 
We have now proved all the assertions concerning S, . Those about S. 
can be established in an analogous way. 1 
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Proof of‘ Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.1 remains correct when F (S; h) and 
F, (S; h) are replaced by M and M + (see (3.5)), respectively. This we 
shall prove first in Part I of the proof. In Part II we deal with the theorem 
as formulated above. 
Part I. From A A+ = A+ A = 0 it is clear that M c Ker A + and 
M, cKerA Now KerA nKerA+=(O). Thus M nM+=(O). So, 
to prove that 
X=M- QM,, (3.11) 
it remains to show that M + M, is dense in X. For this we pass to the 
Banach dual S* of S. The linear operator S* is closed and (3.1) and (3.2) 
are valid when S is replaced by S*. The Banach duals A* and A: of A 
and A + are given by 
Maybe the domain Q(S*) of S* is not dense in the dual X* of X. However, 
in Lemma 3.2 we did not require 9(S) to be dense in X. Therefore the 
lemma applies with A? instead of A and A: instead of A + . Hence 
Ker Af n Ker A*, = (0). But then Im A + Im A + is dense in X, and a for- 
tiori this is true for M + M , 
For XE~(S’), we put 
’ S2x di.. (3.12) 
As was already observed earlier, Lx is well defined because of (3.1) and 
(3.2). In view of (3.3) we have Lx = A S’x. If x E 9(.!$ ), then S2x E 
M, c Ker A _ and so Lx = 0. Recall from the proof of Lemma 3.2 that 
A + A + = T2, where T= S-l. Thus Lx = x - A , S’x. It follows that 
Lx = x for x E 9( S2 ). 
Next, assume there exists a bounded linear operator P on X such that 
Px = Lx for x E 9(S2). Then P vanishes on 9(S!+ ) and coincides with the 
identity on 9(S2 ). From Lemma 3.3 we know that T, = S, ’ is a well- 
defined bounded linear operator on M, and Im T, =9(S+) is dense in 
M + . But then 9(SZ, ) = Im p+ is dense in M, , too. Since P is bounded we 
may conclude that P vanishes on M, . Analogously 9(SZ) is dense in 
M , and so P coincides with the identity on M . 
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Take x in the closure of M. + M + , say 
x = lim (xl + x; ), 
k-I 
with xk E M _ and xl E M + . Then xk = P(x: + s/, ) convcrgcs to Px when 
k tends to infinity. Since M is closed, this implies PXE M . It also 
follows that xl converges to x - Px when k tends to infinity, and so 
s-P.u~M+.Butthen.u~M. +M+,andweconcludethatM +M. is 
closed. Together with (3.11) this gives X= M @ M, Evidently P is the 
projection of X onto M along M + . 
Finally, suppose X= M 0 M, , and let P be the projection of X onto 
M along M + Then Px = 0 = Lx for x E g(S: ) and Px = x = Lx for 
x E 5+(S* ). So P and f. coincide on 5?(S2 )@g(S*+ ). Now g(.S’) = Im T” 
= T*[M @M-l = T’M. @T*M, = .9(S” ) (ij Gb(SZ, ). Hence P.u = Lx 
for all .Y E Q( S*). 
From X=M OM,, wcget 2(S)=ImT=TM @TM+=Q(S.)@ 
‘/(S,).Inparticular~(S )=9(S)nM andY(S+)=‘I(S)nM,.This 
means that the decomposition X = M 0 M + reduces S. Also S and S + 
arc the restrictions of S to M and M,, respectively, and so a(S) = 
a(S ) u a(S , ). Combining this with (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain a(S ) = 
o.(S)= (i.ECIRei.>hi and a(S+)=a (S)= {i.Eo(S)IRei.< -II}. 
This completes part I of the proof. 
Purr II. Here WC prove Theorem 3.1 the way it is stated in the beginn- 
ing of this section. Take x E G =G (S;/z), and let 4, :p(S)ua (S)-+X 
be an analytic function that takes its values in p(S), satisfies 
(i - S) 4, (i) = x, iEp(S)ucr (S), 
and is bounded on Re 1. < h. In view of (3.4), we have 
1 * /I.,, 1 
=- 
2ni ! 
- q5 ,’ ( 2 ) di 
1, , , i* 
A straightforward argument, based on Cauchy’s theorem and using the 
boundcdness condition on 4, , shows that the latter integral is equal to 
zero. It follows that G c Kcr A + . Taking closures we get F c Ker A + 
and, analogously, F, c Kcr A But then Lemma 3.2 gives F. n F, = (0). 
From Lemma 3.3 we know that .Q(S’ ) c G and g(.S2+ ) c G + In Part 1 
of the proof it was already noted that Q(S* ) is dense in M and g(SZ, ) is 
dense in M + . Hence M c F. and M + c F, . Taking into account (3.11) 
one may now conclude that X = F @ F, . 
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Next, assume there exists a bounded linear operator P on X such that 
Px = Lx for all ,Y E 9( S’). Here Lx is defined by (3.12). As we have seen in 
Part I of the proof this implies that X = M _ @ M , and that P is the pro- 
jection of X onto M along M, . Since M-cF , M+cF+ and 
F nF, =(O), it follows that F- =M and F, =M,. So X=F. OF, 
and P is the projection of X onto F along F, . 
Finally, suppose X = F OF+ . As M is a closed subspace of F- and 
M + is a closed subspace of F, , WC have that M 0 M, is closed in X. 
Together with (3.11) this implies X = M @M+ . So again F- = M and 
F., =M+. But then the desired conclusions are clear from what was 
established in Part I of the proof. 1 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPONENTIALLY DICH~T~WUS OPERATORS 
In this section we prove the following theorem already announced in 
Section I. 
THEOREM 4. I. Let S( X + X) he a densely defined closed linear operator 
on the complex Bunuch spuce X. Then S is exponentiu1l.v dichotomous ij’ and 
only if the imaginary axis is contained in p(S) und 
(;.-S) ‘x= ( e “‘E(t)xdt, x E X; Re I. = 0, (4.1) 
* 1 
where E: R\ { 0 f -+ U(X) is exponentially decaying ond strongly continuous, 
except at the origin where E has (at worst) u.jump discontinuity. In that case 
E(t) is the hkemigroup generated by, S. 
A result implying the “only if part” of the theorem was already 
established in Section I (cf. formula (1.4)). Our proof of the “if part” will be 
based on the semigroup version of Theorem 4.1. We shall dea1 with this 
particular case first. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S( X + X) he u densely defined closed linear operator 
on the complex Banach space X. Then S is the injinitesimal generator of u 
strongi~v continuous right semigroup of negative exponential type if und only 
if the imaginary axis is contuined in p(S) und 
(i -- S) ’ x = !‘,: e. “E(t) .x dt, x E X; Re i = 0, (4.2) 
where E:[O, r;)) 4 U(X) is exponentiully decuying und strongly continuous. 
In that cuse E(t) is the right semigroup generated by S. 
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There is an obvious analogue of Theorem 4.2 for left semigroups. We 
omit the details. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The “only if part” of Theorem 4.2 is immediate 
from standard semigroup theory. So we concentrate on the “if part.” 
Let (1) be a negative real number such that 
IIE(l)ll < Le’“‘, t 20, 
where L is some positive constant. For Re i. > w  and x E X, put 
(4.3) 
R(i.)x= 1’ e L’E(t),rdf. 
‘0 
(4.4) 
Then R(i.) is a well-defined bounded linear operator on X with norm not 
exceeding L. The function R(A) is pointwise analytic, hence analytic on 
Re/I>o. We shall prove that Re i.> (II implies i. E p(S) and 
R(i) = (E. - S) ‘. 
Let I’= S ’ be the (bounded) inverse of S. For 0 # 1.~ p(S), one has 
i. ’ E p(T) and (i - S) - ’ = -A ’ T( i. ’ - T) ‘. Take /I on the imaginary 
axis, i. # 0. Combining (4.2) and (4.4) we get R(l) = (i- S) ’ = 
-2 ‘T(i ’ - T) ‘, and hence R(R) = T(l.R(I) - I) = (i.R(A) - I) T. But 
then the unicity theorem for analytic functions gives that these identities 
hold on all of Re I> (1). A simple computation now shows that R(i)= 
0. - S) ’ for all i with Re i > o. 
We have seen that the open half plane Re i. > o is contained in p(S) and 
(LS) ‘x=1)’ e “‘E(r)x& xEX;Rei>o. (4.5) 
By differentiating the left- and right-hand side of (4.5) for the variable I., 
one finds 
( - I )” 1 
(i - S) ” .r = (n _ , )! 1” ‘e ;.‘E( 1) x dt, x E x; Rc I. > w. (4.6 
Here n is an arbitrary positive integer. Taking 1. > w  and combining (4.3 
and (4.6) we get the estimate 
Observe that 
I 
I I” 1 * n-l I, Ii-W)I&- s e-.,h- (n-l)! 0 s (2-O)”0 (/l-o)“’ 
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Thus I;(,! - S) “11 6 L(i. - w) ” for i > tr) and n = 1, 2,.... The Hille- 
Phillips Yosida theorem now guarantees that S is the generator of a 
strongly continuous right semigroup T(t) of exponential type o < 0. But 
then (4.2) holds with E(t) replaced by T(r). Since E and T are both 
strongly continuous, they must coincide, and the proof is complete. 1 
Proof oj Theorem 4. I. Let (I) be a negative real number such that 
1) E( r)l\ d Le”““, f #O, (4.7) 
where f. is some positive constant. For x E X, put 
Y. (j.)x=j’ e--“‘E(t)xd, Re /I < -(I). 
I: 
Then Y + (n) is a well-defined bounded linear operator on X which depends 
analytically on i. on the open half plane Re I > o, and an analogous 
statement holds of course for Y (j-). Clearly Y (is) + Y + ()-) is analytic on 
the strip IRe j.1 < --w and coincides on the imaginary axis with (i-S) ‘. 
It follows that IRe iI < --o) implies IEP(S) and (j. - S) ’ = Y (i) + 
Y+(i), i.e., 
(&S) ‘.x=]’ e “E(t)xdt, 
1. 
.X-E A’; IRe i.1 < --w. (4.8 1 
A more detailed argument can be given along the lines indicated in the 
second and third paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
From (4.7) one easily deduces that 
IIY+ (j.)ll 6 Re,kpwt Re i > o, 
II v (i)ll G ReJ”, Q, Re /I < -(I>. 
On the strip IRe i.1 < ---(II, the norm of (i--S) ’ = Y..(i.)+ Y+(i) can 
now be estimated as follows 
I!(,. - S) ‘II G 
- 2Lco 
wz -- (Bg A)” 
IRe i.1 < --II. 
In particular 0. - S) ’ is bounded on each closed strip IRe 1.1 <h with 
0 < h < --I). But then the considerations of Section 3 apply. 
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Fix 0 < h < - (0, and let the spaces M , M + and the operators S , S + 
be as in Section 3. Take XE g(S:). By Lemma 3.3, we have g(SZ,) c 
G + (S; h). Hence (i. - S) ’ x has an analytic continuation to a 
neighbourhood of Re i. 2 8 which is bounded on Re i. 2 CL). Also Y + (I.) x is 
analytic on Re E. > w  and bounded on Re i. b -h > (9. This is obvious from 
(4.9). But then we can use (4.8) to show that Y (;.) x has an analytic con- 
tinuation to Re i, > o which is bounded on Re i. 2 -h. On the other hand 
Y _ (i.)x is analytic on Re L < --(r) and bounded on Re i <II. Hence 
Y. (i.)x determines a bounded entire function. By Liouville’s theorem this 
implies that Y (i).u does not depend on i. From the estimate given for 
I, Y (i)‘l it is clear that 
lim Y (j.)x=O, 
i. XL i c Ia 
and so Y (;.)x vanishes identically. In other words 
-0 
J (’ ;‘E( 1) x dl = 0, Re i. < - (!I. I 
Since the function E(t)s is continuous on (- CC, 0), it follows that 
E(t) x = 0 for all r < 0. Recall from Lemma 3.3 that S, is densely defined 
and OE p(S + ). Hence P(S*+ ) is dense in M + We conclude that E(r) 
vanishes on M , for all negative I. In exactly the same way one proves that 
E(I) vanishes on M. for all positive t. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.3 we saw that (j.-S. ) ’ =(j.-S)-‘IM, for 
all 1 with IRe i.1 d h. So, for s E M + and L on the imaginary axis, 
(i-s,.) 's=(i--.S) lx= [' e "'E(f)xdf= 1' c "'E(f)xdl. (4.10) 
s -I - I' 
In particular the extreme right-hand side of this expression belongs to M + 
for all purely imaginary I.. lJsing a Hahn Banach type of argument and the 
strong continuity of E on (0, LX), one may conclude that for r >O the 
operator E(r) maps M + into itself. This enables us to define E , : (0, x) -+ 
2( M + ) by E + (I) = E(r) 1 M + . Our assumptions on the behaviour of E near 
the origin (together with the Banach--Steinhaus theorem) imply that E + 
can be extended to a strongly continuous function, defined on the closed 
interval [0, ,x), by putting 
E+(O)x= lim E(r)x, .\'E M +' ,-(I. 
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The identity (4.10) can now be rewritten as 
(i--S+) lx= rx e “E,(f)xdf, xEM+;Re%=O. 
*I, 
Since S+(M+ -+ M + ) is closed and densely defined, it follows from 
Theorem 4.2 that E, is a C,,-right semigroup and that S, is the 
infinitesimal generator of E,. In the same way one proves that E- : 
(-x,O]+Y(M )given by 
E (l)=E(r)IM , E (0)x= lim E(r), A-EM , I .n 
is a C’,-left semigroup with generator S- (M- + M ). 
Next we prove that M + M, is closed. From Part I of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 we know that it suffices to find a bounded linear operator P 
on X which vanishes on M c and coincides with the identity on M . Put 
PA- = lim E(t) .u, I E x. 
I en 
Then P is a well-defined bounded linear operator on X. For I ~0, the 
operator E(t) vanishes on M, and hence the same is true for P. If .Y E M , 
then Px = E- (0) x, and so P.u = X. Here we used that E._ is a C,,-left 
scmigroup, in particular E (0) is the identity operator on M . Thus P has 
the desired properties. 
Recal from (3.11) that X=M @M+. It follows that X=M-@M.+. 
But then this decomposition reduces S while, in addition, S and S, are 
the restrictions of S to M and M, , respectively. This we saw in the last 
paragraph of Part I of the proof of Theorem 3.1. We conclude that S is an 
exponentially dichotomous operator (with separating projection P). From 
(1.4) we see that (4.1) remains true when E(r) is replaced by E(t; S). Since 
E and E( .; S) are both strongly continuous, they must coincide. 1 
With regard to the “if part” of Theorem 4.1 the conditions can be slightly 
weakened. Instead of demanding that (2 - S) ’ exists and is given by (4.1) 
for all purely imaginary %, it is sufficient to require that this is the cast for i. 
in a subset of p(S) which has an accumulation point on the imaginary axis. 
A similar remark can be made concerning the “if part” of Theorem 4.2. 
There the accumulation point should be located in the closed right half 
plane Re i, 2 0. Finally we note that in the context of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
boundedness of the operator S corresponds to continuity of E with respect 
to the norm topology in .9(X). 
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5. PERTURBATION THEOREMS 
In this section it is shown that the class of exponentially dichotomous 
operators is closed under certain perturbations. This result may be used to 
show that certain operators are exponentially dichotomous. For our main 
results in the next sections the perturbation theorems of the present section 
are not needed, and if the reader wants he can proceed directly with Sec- 
tion 6. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X he (I complex Banach space, let S( X + X) he 
cxponentiall~~ dichotomous, and let S x (X -+ X) he a closed, dense1.v defined, 
lineur operator with 9((Sx )‘) c 9(.S2). Assume there exists h > 0 such that 
the strip [Rc i( 6 h is contained in the resolvent sets of S” und S, while in 
addition 
sup )il’ll(i. - S” ) ’ - (i-S) ‘1) < z. (5.1) 
lHe;Ish 
Then S x is exponentially dichotomous 
When S and S” are bounded operators, the conclusion of the theorem is 
trivial and does not even need (5.1). Indeed, by hypothesis o(Sx ) does not 
meet the imaginary axis, and so S x is exponentially dichotomous. Observe, 
however, that in this case (5.1) is fulfilled “automatically.” This one sees by 
subtracting the Neumann expansions of S and S”, and noting that the 
resulting power series in i. ’ starts with a term involving i. -2. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 that we shall give presently is based on results 
of Section 3. A much simpler situation occurs when S is assumed to be an 
ordinary C,,-semigroup generator and (5.1) is strengthened accordingly. 
The details are as follows. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X he u complex Bunuch space, let S(X + X) be the 
i@itesimal generutor of u strongly continuous right semigroup of exponen- 
tial type o, and let S y (X -+ X) be u closed, densely defined, lineur operator 
with V((S x )2) c Y(S’). Suppose h is u real constunt such that h > o, the 
ldf plune Re ). > h is contuined in the resolvent set p( S” ) qf‘ S” and 
sup II.I’.\I(j.-S”) ‘-(j.-S)-‘l(<sc. 
He,>h 
(5.2) 
Then S” is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous right 
semigroup of exponential type h. 
Since the right semigroup generated by S is of exponential type o < h, 
the closed half plane Re I. b h is contained in p(S), and so the left-hand side 
of (5.2) makes sense. 
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Proc?f: Take i., 2 h. Then i, E p(S” ) and so (& - S” ) ’ is a bounded 
linear operator on X. By hypothesis, %(S* ) is dense in ,I’. It follows that 
L2((.Y)‘)=(i,-Sx) ‘[9(Y)] d IS ense in X, too. Combining this with 
the assumption jl((S” )‘)c 9(S’), one trivially gets that 9((Sx )‘)n 
9(S2) is dense in X. This is what is actually needed in the argument prescn- 
ted below. (So the condition that S” is densely defined with 9((Sx )‘) c 
9(S*) may be replaced by the somewhat weaker requirement that 
5f((Sx))‘n3(.S2) is dense in X.) 
It is convenient to deal with the case h < 0 first. From the Hille-Phillips 
Yosida theorem, it is clear that (2 - S) -’ is bounded on Re /I >, h. This 
means that Lemma 2.3 applies to the operator R = -S and each vector 
.Y E 9(S*). In particular 
Here Re p > h, n = 0, I, 2 ,..., and x E Y(S’). 
Combining (5.2) with the fact that (i-S) ’ is bounded on Re E.>h, we 
see that (i - S” ) ’ is bounded on this closed half plane too. Analogously 
to (5.3) WC therefore have 
(i-S”). ‘(.Sx)*xdi.. (5.4) 
Here x E G?((S x )‘) and, as before, Re p > h and n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Take Re p > h, n a positive integer and x E 9(S2) n %((.S x )2). Then (5.3) 
and (5.4) both hold. Also (i - S) -. ’ S2x = - Sx - ix + ;.*(I. - S) ’ x and 
the same is true with S replaced by S”. It follows that (,n - S” ) ,‘x - 
(p - S) “x can be written as 
[A’(6S”) ‘x-i’(i.-S)-Ix-Ssxx+Sx]dE., 
which in turn is equal to 
I 
4 
h + IT  1 
hi h ,7 22(/l - I.)” 
[i’((i-S’) ‘x-(j--S) ‘x)]di. 
Denoting the left hand side of (5.2) by L’, this yields the following estimate: 
I;(p-SX) “X-(/i-S) “XIIQ L”“x” 
2n( Re p - A)” (i’, $7) 
= ,,,,,:1 _ A)“’ Iix”’ 
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From semigroup theory we also know that there exists a positive con- 
stant L” (independent of n, p, and X) such that 
L” 
II(P - S) --)I 4 6 (Re ~ _ ,),,. IId. 
These inequalities give that for some positive constant L (independent of n, 
p, and x) 
L 
Ilk - .s x ) -” *VII d (Re ~, _ h)“. ‘Id. 
Now .cir(S2) n i2( (S’ )2) is dense in X. Hence 
L 
Il(~-sx)-“Il~(Re~-h)“’ Rep>h;n=O, I,2 ,.... 
Again applying the Hille-Phillips-Yosida theorem, we see that S” is the 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of exponential type h. This 
finishes the proof for the case h < 0. 
The general situation can now be treated as follows. Take IJ > h. Then 
S,, = S - 11 is the generator of C’,-semigroup of exponential type (1) - II. Put 
S,; = S x - I). Then S,; is a closed linear operator and 9( (S,” )k) = 
9((SX )/‘), k = 0, I, 2,.... One checks without difftculty that w  - u is a 
negative constant such that h - u > Q - u, the half plane Re i. 2 h - 11 is con- 
tained in p(S,: ) and 
sup \;.‘l.II(&S,,“) ‘-(i--S,,) ‘ll<5. 
Rci sh PI 
Since h -u is negative, we may conclude that S,” is the generator of a C,- 
semigroup of exponential type h - u. But then S” = S,; + u is the generator 
of a C,,-semigroup of exponential type h. 1 
Proof qf Throrcvn 5.1. Let (1) be a negative constant such that S is of 
exponential type o. We may assume that 0 <h < --w. Then the resolvent 
(j. - S) ’ is bounded on I Re iI d h. This, together with (5.1), implies that 
(J.-SX) ’ is bounded on JRe j.1 G/Z, too. It follows that the results of Sec- 
tion 3 apply to the operator S x. For convenience we write F: and F: for 
F (SX ; h) and F: (S; h), respectively. Also the part of a(SX ) lying in the 
half plane Re i. < -h will be denoted by (T (S x ), and that contained in the 
half plane Re i. > h by (T + (S X ). 
Let P be the separating projection of S. Then, by Theorem 2.2, 
p-y = G ( - ’ rh ’ ” $ (2 - S) ’ S2x di., x E 9(S2). (5.5) 
‘h ,l . 
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Introduce P y : 94( (S x )‘) + X by putting 
-1 ,h+!r 1 _ 
P’.u==2ni J ~(“-sx,-.‘(sx)2”d’., .KEG((S~)~). (5.6) 
k ,r 
Then P” is a well-defined linear operator. Take x E 9((SX )*). Then 
XE 9(S2) too, and so both (5.5) and (5.6) are valid. Also (i-S)-’ S’x = 
- Sx - i.x + I1’(i. - S) ‘x, and the same is true with S replaced by S” . 
Hence 
P” x - P.u = L 1 
hti2, 1 
2ni h ,% 7 
x [(Sxx-Sx)+ii’(A-S) ‘.r-i,‘(i.-S”)-‘x]di. 
1 rh+!-r 1 
=- 
J 21ci h 
-[Ii.*(().-S) ‘x-(i-Sx) ‘x)]di., 
I;( A2 
and it follows that 
IIP” x-Pxll$-(,“,,$-& ,,A-,, =$. ,,.r,,, 
where y denotes the left-hand side of (5.1). From this (and the boundedness 
of P) it is clear that P” is a bounded linear operator from 9((Sx )*) into 
X. Since c~((S”)~)= (Sx) ‘[9(SX)] ‘. d IS ense in X, we may conclude that 
P” extends to a bounded linear operator (again denoted by P” ) to all of 
X. But then Theorem 3.1 applies. Thus X = F” 0 F: , this decomposition 
reduces S X , the spectrum of S” = S” IF” is equal to c+(SX), that of 
ST = S x ( F: coincides with (T (S” ) and P x is the projection of X onto 
F: along FT. 
Recall that F” is the closure of G” =G (S”;h). Let T” = (Sy ) ’ 
be the (bounded) inverse of S:. Since Im T” = 9(S” ) and G” are both 
dense in I;:, the space (Tx)*[Gx] is dense in F” too. Take x in 
(T”)‘[G”]. Then x E~((S~)“)C~((S~)~) and (S”)‘XEG?. So 
(i-SX) ‘(s”)2x has an analytic extension to p (S x ) = C\a + (S ’ ) = 
p(S x ) u d (Sx ) which is bounded on Re i d h. For IRe L( < h, we have 
(E.--S”)--‘(S”)*x =(i.-S)-‘(S”)2x ,and hence(I-S”) ~1(S”)2x- 
is bounded on Re 1 Q h. Applying Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
1 
i2(p - 2)” 
(i-Sx) ‘(Sx)2x di.. 
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Here Re p < h and n = 0, I, 2,... . In the proof of Theorem 2.2 we saw that 
also 
(i-S) ’ S2x di, 
where S is the restriction of S to X- = Im P. It follows that 
(p-s:) “X -(p-S-) n Px 
1 
I 
h + I-Z. 1 
=- 
2ni h ,-,- i2(L - p)” 
x [SXx -Sx +i2(i.-S) ‘x -%*(A-S”) ‘x..]di 
1 -h+,x 
J 
1 =- 
2ni h ,X j.2( i. - p)” 
[i*((j.-S) ‘.K. -(A-Sx)-‘x )]di,, 
and so 
II(p-5-X) “x.1;< II(p-s )-“IlI~pI;+~~ 
1 
2h (h-Rep)” > 
.IIx Il. 
Since (T: )‘[G x ] is dense in F” , this implies 
From the Hille-Phillips-Yosida theorem (lirst applied to the generator S.. 
and then to S1) it now follows that S? is the generator of a C,-left 
semigroup of exponential type -h. In a similar way one shows that ST is 
the generator of a Co-right semigroup of exponential type -h. fi 
6. EXPONENTIAL REPRFSENTATIOK 
Let k be a function from [w\(O) into 9( Y), where Y is a finite dimen- 
sional complex linear space (endowed with a norm). We say that k admits 
a (spectral) exponenfiuf representation if there exists a complex Banach 
space X, a linear operator A( X -+ A’), a bounded linear operator B: Y -+ X 
and a bounded linear operator C: X + Y such that -iA is exponentially 
dichotomous and 
k(t)=iCE(t; -iA) B, t #O. (6.1) 
Here E( . ; - iA) is the bisemigroup generated by - iA. Sometimes we also 
allude to (6.1) as a hisemigroup represenlation. 
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Suppose k admits the exponential representation (6.1), and let P be the 
separating projection for -iA. Put X- = Im P and X, = Ker P. With 
respect to the decomposition X = X 0 X , and the corresponding decom- 
position of 9(A), we write 
A=(Ao ;.), B=(;;), C=(C C,). 
The expression (6.1) can now be reformulated as 
k(f)= 
iC e i’A- B , 
,; e ,,A.B 
I <o, 
+ + 3 t > 0. 
In other words, for each YE Y one has 
k([)y = 
ice -‘IA PBy, 
,Ge 
t <o, 
,,A 
.(I- P) BY, I > 0. 
It is now easy to deduce some properties of k. 
First, for each y E Y the function k(t) y is continuous on R\ {O 1. Since Y 
is finite dimensional, it follows that k: R\(O) + 9(Y) is continuous with 
respect to the norm topology in sP( Y). Second, the function k has a jump 
at the origin, i.e., the limits 
lim k(t), lim k(t) 
I .a. r-o- 
exist. The possibility that these limits coincide is not excluded. Finally, the 
semigroups generated by -iA and -iA + being of negative exponential 
type, the function k is exponentially decaying. The next theorem shows that 
these properties characterize the class of functions admitting an exponential 
representation completely (cf. Theorem 1.4 in [7], which covers the case 
when not only B and C, but also A is bounded; see also [ 10, Chap. III, 
Sect. 61). For the definition of the Banach space %%u( Y) we refer to Exam- 
ple 1.1. 
THEOREM 6. I. The function k: R\ { 0 } -+ U( Y), where Y is a finite dimen- 
sional complex tinear space, admits a spectral exponential representation if 
and only [f k is continuous, exponentially decaying and has u jump at the 
origin. In that cuse u spectral exponential representation muy he obtained in 
the following nuy. Tuke - y < o < 0, where q is a positice constant such that 
sup e”“‘Ilk(t)ll < m. 
I + 0 
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Put X = U%( Y), and let A( X + X), B: Y + X, and C: X + Y he given hy 
[By](r) = e “““k(t) y, t # 0, 
Cf=i(,!iy. ./I”-,~~, f(t)). f 
Then - iA is an exponentially dichotomous operator I$ exponential type w 
and k admits the spectral exponential representation 
k(t)=iCE(r; -iA) B, t #O. 
Proof: The “only if part” has already been covered by the discussion 
preceding the theorem. Therefore we concentrate here on the “if part.” In 
fact it is sufficient to verify the validity of the construction indicated in the 
theorem. 
Observe that - iA = S, where S is the operator described in Example 1.1. 
Thus -iA is exponentially dichotomous. Clearly the function e-““‘k(t) is 
continuous on R\ (O}, vanishes at + zc and has a jump at the origin. But 
then the function P. ““I k(t) is bounded and uniformly continuous on the 
open intervals (- r;c, 0) and (0, x). It follows that B is a well-defined 
bounded linear operator from Y into X. The functions in X = U%( Y) have 
a jump at the origin, because they are uniformly continuous on (-co, 0) 
and (0. x). Hence C is well defined and bounded too. From the descrip- 
tion of the bisemigroup E( . ; S) generated by S= - iA given in Exam- 
ple 1.1, and the definition of B and C, it is immediate that the identity 
k(r)=iC’E(r; -iA) B holds for all t#O. 1 
7. APPLICATION TO IWERSE FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
Let k E L,(R, 9’( Y)), where Y is a tinite dimensional complex linear 
space (endowed with a norm). By F we denote the Fourier transform of k, 
i.e.. the function 
/i(2)= [‘l e’*‘k( t ) dr. 
- -i 
Assume that dct(l,. -L(2)) #O for all real 2. Then a well-known result of 
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Wiener (cf. [ll, Sect. 173) asserts that [ly-L?(l)] ’ is ofthe same form as 
I, -t(A). More precisely, there exists a unique k ’ E L,(Iw, 9(Y)) such that 
[I,-L(i)] ‘=I,-k^“(i)=l,-j’ eJi’kX(f)df, AER. (7.1) 
3, 
In general k x cannot be calculated explicitly. The following theorem, 
however, concerns a case where this can be done in terms of bisemigroups. 
THEOREM 7. I. Let Y he a finite dimensional complex linear space, and let 
k: W\ { 0 1 -+ U( Y) have the spectral exponential representation 
k(f) = iC’E(f; -iA) B, I #O. 
PutA”=A-BC. Thendet(l,-k^(i.))#OforaNreal~if‘andonlyij-iA” 
is an exponentially dichotomous operator. In thut case (7.1) is satisfied with 
that is, 
k”(t)= -iCE(f; -iA”) B, 1 #O, (7.2) 
[I,-k(i)] ’ =ly+ijL e’“‘CE(t; -iA”) Bdr, j.E R. 
-I 
Proof: The proof consists of three parts. In Part 1 we establish the “if 
part” of the theorem including the representation for [I, - l(L)] ‘. Parts 
II and III deal with the “only if part.” The argument given in Part II is 
based on the perturbation theorem obtained in Section 5 and works for the 
special case when Im B c S(A) and CA is bounded. The exponential 
representation of k can be chosen in such a way that these extra conditions 
are satisfied if and only if k: R\(O) + 9’(Y) is two times differentiable, k’*’ 
admits a spectral exponential representation and k vanishes at k co (see 
[S, Sect. 71). Parts I and II of the proof do not use Wiener’s theorem. So 
combined they also yield the existence of k x E L,( [w, U( Y)) satisfying (7.1). 
Part III is concerned with the general case but relies on the existence of k x 
guaranteed by Wiener’s theorem. 
Purl I. Since S = - iA is exponentially dichotomous, we may conclude 
from identity (1.5) in Section I that 
I,.-&)=I,+C(E.-A) ‘B, j.E lRcp(A). (7.3) 
Assume that -iA x is exponentially dichotomous and define k y by (7.2). 
Then k” E L,(R, 9’(Y)) and 
I,-l”(i.)=I,-C(i-A”) ‘B, i. E R c p( A ’ ). (7.4) 
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A simple computation, based on (7.3) and (7.4) and on the fact that BC 
coincides with A -A x on 9(A) = 9(A ’ ), shows that tr- k(i.) and 
I r - k  ^x (j.) arc each others inverse for all real 1.. So det(l, - &I.)) # 0 for 
all real i. 
Purt II. Suppose I, - k(2) takes invertible values on the real line and, 
in addition, Im B c a( A) and CA is bounded. Put S= - iA and S” = 
-iA”. Then S is exponentially dichotomous and S” is a closed, densely 
defined linear operator. Since Im B c 9(A), we have 2( (S x )2) = kt(S2). So, 
to show that S” is exponentially dichotomous, it suffices to point out that 
there exists a positive real number h with the properties mentioned in 
Theorem 5. I. 
Take h > 0 sufhciently small, so that the closed strip [Im II <h is con- 
tained in p(A), the function (% - A) ’ is bounded on [Im LI <h and 
sup f+“Ilk(f)ll < r;c, (7.5) 
I f 0 
I,.-k^(i.)=Z,.+C(i.- A) ’ B, IIm il <h (7.6) 
(see formula ( 1.5) in Sect. 1). In view of (7.5), we have 
lim k^(i.)=O (7.7) 
i-a 
IIrnil<h 
(cf. the well-known Riemann-Lebesgue lemma). From (7.7) it is clear that 
for 12. sufficiently large and IIm 1.1 dh, the operator Zy - l(%) is invertible. 
By hypothesis I, -k(i) is invertible for all J. on the real line. So taking h 
somewhat smaller, if necessary, we may assume that det(l, - lo.)) # 0 for 
all ,! with (Im i) dh. Note that, because of (7.7), the function 
[IY-k(i)] -’ is bounded on the strip IIm 11 <h. 
The said strip is contained in p(A x ). Indeed, a straightforward 
calculation using (7.6) leads to the identity 
(L-A”) ‘=(,&A)-‘-(A-A) ‘B[I,-k(A)] ‘CO.-A)-‘, 
IIm il <h. 
But then the strip IRe 1.1 Q h is contained in the resolvent sets of both S and 
S”. Write B = TB, and C= Co T, where B, and Co are bounded linear 
operators. Then, for IIm A( d h, 
i’[(&A”) ‘-(i.-A) ‘3 
=[i(J-A)--’ TB&[I,-k(A)]--‘.[IC,T(&A) ‘1. 
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Observe now that i.(i - A) ‘7-B” = B+(i-A) -‘B” and 
K,T(i-A))‘=C+ CO(i.- A) ‘. So the functions i(A- A) ’ TB, and 
K,,T(1- A) ’ are bounded on Jim 11 oh. As was already mentioned, the 
same is true for [I,- k(L)] ‘. It follows that 
sup li.1211(i.-Ax) m’-(E.-A)-‘(l <cc. 
Ilm 21 $ h 
Since S= -iA and S” = -iA”, this expression can be rewritten in the 
form (5.1). and we conclude that h has indeed all the properties asked for 
in Theorem 5.1. 
Purt III. Again suppose that det(l,-l(A)) #O for all real i. By 
Wiener’s theorem there exists k x E L, ([w, L?( Y)) such that (7.1) is satisfied. 
From [I I J, Section 18 we know that the function k x can be chosen to be 
exponentially decaying. But then we can proceed as follows. 
In the present context, the representation given for (i - A x ) ’ in Part II 
of the proof can be written as 
(E.-A”) ‘=(i.-A). ‘-(%-A)m’BC(i-A).’ 
+(,.-A) ‘Bk”(E.)C(LA) ’ 
Here, as in the sequel, i is real. Recall from Section 1 that 
(i - A) ’ I= -i 
I 
cL e’“‘E(t) x dr, XEX, 
x 
where E(t) stands for E(f; - iA) and X is the Banach space in which A acts. 
Since Y is finite dimensional, the function E(t) B is continuous on [w\{ 0) 
and has a jump at the origin (all with respect to the operator norm). It also 
is exponentially decaying. The function GE(l) is exponentially decaying 
too. Moreover, for each x E X the function CE(1) x is continuous on [w\(O) 
and has a jump at the origin. 
Now consider the expression 
r x, 
E,(f) x = i 
J 
E(f-s) BCE(s)xds. 
‘A 
It is easy to see that it makes sense for all real t and all x E X. Also it deter- 
mines a bounded linear operator E,(t) on X and E,(t) is exponentially 
decaying as a function of f. Finally, routine arguments show that the 
function E,(f) is (uniformly) continuous on R and 
E,(A)=i(%-A) -‘BC(i,-A) ‘, 
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In exactly the same way one proves the existence of a continuous exponen- 
tially decaying function Ez: R + U(X) such that 
f?,(i)= -i(i-A) ‘BL”(i)C(i-A) ‘. 
Here, of course, it is used that k x is exponentially decaying. In fact 
-zd ‘, 
E,(t)x= -i I I E(t-s-u)Bk”(u)CE(s)xduds. x T 
Hence, for all .Y E X, 
(J.-A”) lx= -j *’ 
J e’“‘[E(t) + E,(t) + E,(t)] x dt. v, 
It follows that for all purely imaginary ). and x E X 
(L+iA”) -‘=lfi e- “EX(t)xdt, 
z 
where E”(t) = E(t) + E,(t) + E,(t). But then Theorem 4.1 guarantees that 
- iA x is exponentially dichotomous (with associated bisemigroup E x ). 1 
In the context of Theorem 7.1 we have that det(l,- k(j.)) # 0 for all real 
1. if and only if A X has no real spectrum. This is clear from the proof of the 
theorem (see also [ 1, Sect. 2.41). So the first part of Theorem 7.1 can be 
rephrased as: [f -iA is exponentially dichotomous and B, C are bounded, 
then a necessary and wfficient condition for - i( A - BC) to he exponentially 
dichotomous is that A - BC has no spectrum on the real line. 
We tinish this section with an application to a full line convolution 
integral equation. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Y be a finite dimensional complex linear space, and let 
1 <p < X. Consider the convolution operator F: L,,( R, Y) -+ L,(R, Y) 
d&ed h) 
[F#l(t)=jr k(t-s)&)ds, -ccxtt<m, 
L 
where k has the spectral exponential representation 
k(t)=iCE(t; -iA) B. t #O. 
Put A X = A - BC. Then I - F is invertible lf and only if A y has no spectrum 
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on the real line. In that case - iA x is exponentiully dichotomous and the 
inwrse of I - F is given by 
C(~-W’$l(t)=IL(t,-ja k”(t-s)$(s)ds, -zx<l<x~, 
I 
bchere the resolvent kernel k X has the spectral exponential represent&ion 
k”(t)= -iCE(t: -iA”)B, t #O. 
Proqj It is well known that I-F is invertible if and only if 
det(l,-k^(i.)) #O for all 1. on the real line (cf. [ 121). Recall from (7.3) that 
for real i., WC have I, - k^(i.) = I, + C(J. - A)- ’ B. The right-hand side of 
this expression is invertible if and only if 1. E p(A X ). It follows that A x has 
no spectrum on the real line if and only if I- F is invertible. 
Suppose the latter is the case. Then (I-F) ’ has the form described in 
the theorem, provided that k ’ is an integrable function satisfying (7.1). 
The desired conclusion about the inverse (I- F) ’ of I- F is now an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 7.1. 1 
8. CANONICAL FACTORIZATION AND WIENEK-HOPF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The technique developed in the previous sections allows us to construct 
explicitly the factors in a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization for certain 
matrix symbols. The symbols we have in mind are of the form 
W(j.)=I,+C(/II,-A)-‘B, (8.1) 
where -iA is an exponentially dichotomous operator acting in a complex 
Banach space X and B: Y + X and C: X + Y are bounded linear operators, 
the space Y being a finite dimensional linear space over c (endowed with a 
norm). Using the machinery of exponentially dichotomous operators we 
can factorize (8.1) in a constructive way, and as a consequence we get an 
explicit formula for the resolvent kernel of the Wiener-Hopf integral 
equation with a matrix kernel k( . ) which is continuous on R\(O), has a 
jump discontinuity at the origin and is exponentially decaying in both 
directions. 
We begin by recalling the definition of a canonical Wiener-Hopf fac- 
torization. As before, let Y be a finite dimensional complex linear space and 
let W(i) = Zy - l(L), where k E L,( R, U( Y)). A factorization 
W(%)= w  (Ii) w, (i), /iER (8.2) 
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will be called a cunonical Wiener-Hopffuctorization if the following con- 
ditions are satisfied: 
(a) there exist k E L,(( - cc, 01, .S!( Y)) and k + E L,([O, a), 9(Y)) 
such that W (;-)=1,-l 0.) and W+(%)=I,-l+(i), 
(b) det W (i.)#O, ImA< and det W+(i)#O, Imi,>O. 
If (8.2) is a canonical Wiener Hopf factorization, then W (j.) is con- 
tinuous on the closed lower half plane Im ,J. < 0, analytic in the open lower 
half plane Im EL < 0 and 
lim W (i)=I,. 
i - 7 
Im,.CO 
Analogous observations can be made for W+(i), with the understanding 
that the lower half plane has to be replaced by the upper half plane. By 
Wiener’s theorem there exist k ” E L!(( - co, 01, U( Y)) and k 1 E L,( [0, x), 
9(Y)) such that W (j.) ’ = /,.-k:(J) and W+(i)-‘=1,-k:(J). Also 
canonical Wiener-Hopf factorizations as introduced above are unique 
(provided of course that they exist). 
THEOREM 8.1. Consider the function W(,4.) = I, - &j.), where k: 
R\{ 0} --t y( Y) has the spectral exponential representation (6.1), i.e., 
W(i.)=I,+C(iZ,-A) ‘B, i.eREp(A), 
with B and C bounded and -iA exponentiully dichotomous. Then W(i) 
admits cunonicul Wiener Hopf fuctorizution if und only if 
( I ) - iA x is exponentially dichotomous. 
(2) X=ImP@KerP”. 
Here P and P X ure the sepuruting projections for - iA and - iA ‘, respec- 
tively. Suppose (I ) and (2) are satisfied, and let II he the projection of X (the 
spuce in which A and A x act) onto Ker P” along Im P. Then the canonical 
Wiener-Hopf .fuctorizution of W(1.) has the form (8.2) with 
W-(i.)=I,+C(iI,-A)-‘(I,-l7)B, ic R, (8.3) 
W+(,.)=I,+CZ(~l,-A) ‘B, 2E I&!, (8.4) 
W (i)-‘=I,-C(I,-I7)(iI,-A”)-‘B, %E R, (8.5) 
W&O.) ’ =I,-C(I.I,-A”). ‘i7B, j.ER. (8.6) 
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Further 
W (;.)=I,-R (i), w  (A) ’ =I,-L”(i), Im A < 0, (8.7) 
w  + (i) = I,- /c, (I.), W+(A) ’ =Zy-k;(j.), Im2.20, (8.8) 
where k , k + , k X , and k 7 are given by the spectral exponential represen- 
tations 
k-(r)=iCE(t; -iA)(I,-l7) B, I # 0, 
k+(r)=iCI7E(r; -iA) B, 1 #O, 
k:(t)= -iC(I,-n)E(r; -iA”)B, t # 0, 
l+(t)= -iCE(t; -iA”)nB, t #O. 
Condition (1) in Theorem 8.1 can be replaced by the requirement that 
det W(i) # 0 for all 1 E R or that A x has no spectrum on the real line (cf. 
Sect. 7). 
ProoJ We begin by proving the second part of the theorem. From the 
definition of I7 it is clear that I7 = n(l- P) = (I - Px ) IZ and I- n = 
P(I - Lr) = (I - n) P ‘. This, together with ( 1.6) and ( 1.7) gives immediately 
that the functions k and k X vanish on (0, co), while k + and k: vanish on 
(-x, 0). Hence the Fourier transforms k. and k: are defined and 
analytic on Im /I < - UJ while k” + and k :^ are defined and analytic on 
Im i > o. Here 8 is a negative constant such that - iA and - iA x are both 
of exponential type 8. 
Now introduce 
W ().)=I,--kc (i.). wy%)=z,-I;x(%), Im i< -0, 
W+(i.)=l,-l,(2), W:(i.)=I,-l;(i), Im i. > w. 
Then obviously (8.3) and (8.4) are satisfied not only on the real line, but 
even on the strip IIm ;(( < --o. Also, the identities (8.5) and (8.6) hold on 
IIm %I < -w, provided W. (i) ’ is replaced by Wx(i) and W+(i.)-’ by 
w;(i). 
Take Jim AJ < -w. Then 
W:(l) W (,l)=(I,-C(Z-l7)(i-A”) ’ B)(I,+C(i.-A)-‘(I-I7)B) 
=I,-C(I-n)(i.-A”)-‘B+C(i.-A)-‘(I-I7)B 
-C(/-f7)(i-A”) ‘BC(A:-A)-‘(I-I7)B. 
On 23(A) = 9(A ’ ) = Im(i. - A) ‘, the operator BC coincides with 
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A-A” = (i - A”) - (1. - A). Hence (A - A x ) ’ BC(L - A) ’ = 
(j. - A) ’ - (A - A x ) ’ and it follows that 
w*(i) W_(i)=I,-C(I--l7)(i,-A”) ‘17B+C17(i-A”)d’(I-n)B 
=I,-C(I-t7)P”(i.-A”)-‘(I-P”)I7B 
+Cn(I- P)(i.- A) ’ P(I-I7) B. 
Since P x commutes with (3. - A y ) ’ and P with (%-A)- ’ we may con- 
clude that W:.(i) W (i.)=Iy. By the uniqueness theorem for analytic 
functions, it is now clear that 
W”(i) W. (;.)=I,, Im R< --o. 
The space Y on which the operators W:(l) and W (1) act is finite dimen- 
sional. Hence, for all i. in the open half plane Im i. < -0, the operator 
W (i) is invertible with inverse IV” (A). This gives (8.5) and the second 
part of (8.7). In the same vein one gets (8.6) and the second part of (8.8). 
To complete the first part of the proof, it remains to show that (8.2) is 
satislied. In fact we shall establish that W(l.)= W (R) W + (%) on the strip 
IIm i.1 < -W by verifying the identity 
W(i) W;(i)= W .(j.), (Im II < -0). 
Take 1 Im j.1 < - (1). Then 
W(i) W:(i.)=(I,+C(i-A) ’ B)(Iy-C(i.-A”)-‘L’B) 
=Iy+C(&A) ’ B-Co.-A”) ‘L’B 
-C(j.-A) ’ BC(i.-A”) ’ l7B. 
Here we used that the realization (8.1) is valid on (Im iI < --o. On 
%(A)=9(A”)=Im(&A”) ‘, the operator BC coincides with A - A ’ = 
(% -A x ) - (2 - A). Hence 
W(i) W:(E.)=f,+C’(i-A)-‘B-C(I.-A”) ‘l7B 
-C((,.--A) ’ -(i-A”) ‘)I7B 
=Iv+C(A-A) -‘(I-I7)B, 
and so W(%) W:(J)= W (A) indeed. 
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This settles the second part of the theorem. To establish the first, we 
recall from [ 123 that W(j.) admits canonical Wiener-- Hopf factorization if 
and only if I- K is invertible, where K is the integral operator 
[K+](t)=/“’ k(t-.s)q5(s)d.s (8.9) 
acting on L,( [0, 3cj), Y), p fixed, 1 <p < LX. The desired result is now clear 
from [6], Sections 2 and 4. It was shown there that I- K is invertible if 
and only if (1) and (2) are satisfied. 1 
Amplifying on the last paragraph of the preceding proof we obtain the 
following result (in which p is fixed, I <p d 0~; ). 
THEOREM 8.2. Consider the integral operator K on L,,( [0, cc), Y) defined 
b~v (8.9), and assume that its kernel k has the spectral exponential represen- 
tation (6.1). Then I - K is invertible if and only lf 
(I) -iA X is exponentially dichotomous, 
(2) X=Im POKer P”. 
Here X is the space in which A and A X act, and P and P ’ are the separating 
prqjections for - iA and - iA x, respectively. [f ( I ) and (2) are satisfied, the 
inverse of I - K is given by 
[(I-K) ‘$l(t)=$(t)+ jox-At,s)W)d.c 
where the resolvent kernel 7 is of the jbrm 
y(t,s)=iCE(t-s; -iA”)B-iCE(t, -iA”)I7E(-s; -iA”) B 
=iCE(t-s; -iA”)B+iCE(t; -iA”(I-n)E(--s; -iA”)B 
and II is the projection of X onto Ker P x along Im P. 
The complete proof of Theorem 8.2 can be found in [6] and is based on 
the coupling method developed in [4]. The second part of the theorem 
(and the “if statement” in the first) can be obtained directly from the fac- 
torization as follows. Suppose (1) and (2) are satisfied. Then W(A) = 
I, - k^(i.) has the canonical Wiener--Hopf factorization (8.2) described in 
Theorem 8. I. From [ 121 we know that I- K is invertible and 
[(I-K) ‘$](r)=(/l(t)+llj’(t,.s)(I/(.s)ds, 
0 
(8.10) 
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where the resolvent kernel 7 is defined by 
;‘(I,.s)= -k~(~-.s)-k:(r-s)+j~~‘n”~y)k;(i-r)k:(r-s)dr (8.11) 
with W (i) ‘= I,---L”(i) and W+(j.) -‘=IY-k:(i). The desired result 
is now obtained by replacing k x ( ) and k: ( . ) by their spectral exponen- 
tial representations given in Theorem 8.1. 
As in Theorem 8.1, condition (1) can be replaced by the requirement that 
det(lY-k(J)) #O for all iE R (or that A x has no spectrum on the real 
line). Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 are generalizations of results obtained in [ I] 
and [2]. For an extension of Theorem 8.1 involving generalized inverses, 
we refer to [6]. 
In Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 an important role is played by the projection I7 
of X onto Ker P” along Im P. Let us assume that the conditions (1) and 
(2) appearing in the theorems are satisfied. Then I7 can be described 
analytically as follows. Define the bounded linear operators R and U as in 
[6, Lemma 3.11. Thus 
R: L,,( [0, cc ), Y) + Im P, Rqh=j= E( --I; -iA) B&t)dt, 
0 
U: Im P” -L,([O, cc), Y), [Ux](t)=iCE(t; -iA)x. 
Then, with K as in Theorem 8.2, 
ll.u=x- PPx” + R(I-K) ’ UP”x. 
A straightforward proof of this can be based on the identities implicit in the 
coupling relation (3.1) of [6, Sect. 31. Now take k: and k : as in the 
paragraph just after Theorem 8.2. Then one can use (8.10) and (8.11) to 
check that 
Il.u=.u- PP”x+i x E(-t; -iA) BCE(t; -iA) P”xdt 
r7 . I  
-i 
I I E( --I; -iA) Bk”(r-s) CE(s; -iA) P”xd~dr -0 -0 I 5 
-i c f E(-1; -iA)Bk.:(r-s)CE(s; -iA)P”xdtds ‘0 ‘0 * L Pmln,r, ,I 
+i m E(-f; -iA)Bk:(r-r)kT(r--s) 0 - (1 0 
x CE(s; - iA) P x x dr ds dr, 
where x is an arbitrary vector from X. 
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